Confair® folding table.
440 range

Dynamic. Space-saving. Superbly designed.
Thanks to Confair folding tables, versatile usage of well-designed conference
and meeting areas is child’s play. Only one single person is required to set up
and rearrange the moveable folding tables – without any tools, releasing or unlocking procedures or special skills involved. Snap connectors allow the tables
to be linked in any direction. If partitions are used to divide up rooms, conference or project work tables can be transformed into a large conference layout
in no time. It is a welcoming thought that investing in Confair folding tables
pays for itself so quickly …
The sophisticated folding technique and the large lockable wheels, as well as
the elegant design and high-quality materials, are equally responsible for the
table’s success. The table’s structure makes it simple to use and transport. The
look of the table reflects communication at a high level: from the conference
and project-work room, to top-level executive offices. As options, cable channels, power supply connections and innovative techni-modules ensure inter
active access to state-of-the-art multi-media equipment is so easy it has to be
believed. The table is the perfect mix of well-used space, aesthetic appeal and
advanced technical functions.

Confair folding table
Design: Andreas Störiko

Easy to produce by anyone in a matter of minutes: two Confair folding tables,
a Timetable Shift – and the stage is set for a multi-media conference for 12 to 14.

The last word in flexible space management. If you use partitions to divide up a large room, just one single person is required to remove
the tables from the layout and rearrange them. You can place them in a horseshoe shape to encourage more interaction, or in a block for
work in small groups, or even in a row for seminars. And what is more: outlets for multi-media equipment are integrated too. You save on
time, capacity and space.

Confair folding tables are available in
rectangle, barrel or oval shapes. The
rectangle tables are available in table
depths of 90 to 110 cm and widths
of 180 to 300 cm. Real-wood veneers,
linoleum and laminates, as well as
different types of frame finishes, help
you harmonise your design concepts
and functional requirements.
Form and function to the highest
degree: folded up, the transportable
table becomes an attractive eye-catcher.
The 110 x 260 cm format allows enough
room to sit eight people comfortably
when folded out.
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Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com/confair
Standards and certificates. For up to date environmental information, please visit the Wilkhahn website.
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